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- [Peppermint OS 9-20181222 overview | A lightning fast, lightweight Linux based OS] [3]
  
  In this video, I am going to show an overview of Peppermint OS 9-20181222 and some of the applications pre-installed.

- [Chakra Linux 2019.01 RC2 Run Through] [4]
  
  In this video, we are looking at Charka Linux 2019.01 RC2.

- [AcademiX 1.1 Screenshot Tour] [5]
[3] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GQQQLC0Y9Go
[4] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=axDO0f2TpgY
[5] https://linuxscreenshots.thecodingstudio.ca/?release=AcademiX%201.1